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Dear Parents, 

Wow! We have reached the last month of K4. I can’t believe it is here already and this year seems to 

have gone so quickly. I have seen such a huge development with all the students over the past year. 

They have worked really hard to improve, and their confidence and ability amazes me every week. 

They have changed from little babies into confident young boys and girls who are curious and eager to 

learn, funny and amazing, and are keen to show off their skills. They are really independent and are 

able to look after themselves in their daily lives.  

 

I am really looking forward to seeing their continued development next year as we move into K5.   

 

Please see below a detailed schedule for July. Please feel free to ask myself or Tr. Pinky any questions.      

Best wishes, 

Teacher Eamonn 

 

Reading   

Reading class is something we take a lot of pride in here at Marshall. We aim to have a class of 

independent readers with a full grasp of phonics and the pronunciation of words. This class is also 

great for building up their vocabulary which in turn benefits their conversation skills. I find this class 

feeds the student’s imagination, inspires children to read stories in their own time. As reading is a 

personal favourite pass time for me I take a lot of care bringing out the best possible results for the 

children in this subject and I hope you will all see a steady improvement in your child’s ability.  

July 6-10: Red Hen’s Garden 

July 13-17: Rabbit to the Rescue 

July 20-24: Meet the Big Cats!  

 



Core Material 

This class is an all encompassing lesson for the children’s reading, grammar and phonics skills. In these 

classes children are asked to analyze stories, practice vowel sounds and use a selection of keywords 

for sentence making and grammar. This year we have started to assess the students on their spelling 

and understanding of concepts. This is a non-pressurized situation where we review the core material 

and assess it through ‘fill the gap’ or ‘choose the correct word’ exercises. I am trying to encourage 

them to do it by themselves and not shout out the answers so everyone gets the opportunity to 

complete it independently. We then review and test the spelling of the keys words.   

July 6-10: Unit 2 Week 1  Workshop. “Jobs Around Town”. This unit talks about different jobs that 

people have in the community such as postmen, teachers, bakers or builders. The unit discusses how 

they help and assist other people go about their daily lives.  

July 13-17: Unit 2 Week 1  Workshop. “Jobs Around Town”. This unit talks about different jobs that 

people have in the community such as postmen, teachers, bakers or builders. The unit discusses how 

they help and assist other people go about their daily lives. 

July 20-24: Catch Up & Review 

 

Conversation 

Conversation is an integral aspects of life at Marshall. We teach this formally in class but also at every 

moment when the English Teacher is present. We try to encourage speaking English from the moment 

they start and all through lunchtime, playtime and as they go about their daily lives. The conversation 

starts with simple questions such as what’s your name and develops as their English develops. I love 

talking with the children and watching their skills grow and seeing their personalities shine threw.   

July 6-10: P:90-91 Introducing Verbs such as draw, move, circle. Move/Don’t move.  

July 13-17: P:92-93 Draw/Don’t draw. Verbs, adjectives and nouns.  

July 20-24: Catch Up & Review 

  

Phonics 

This semester we will increase our focus on phonics to aid their reading development to add to their 

pre-existing knowledge and of sightwords. This is the basis of reading so is very important as their 

vocabulary increases and difficulty level advances. We use a combination of workbook exercises and 

whiteboard activities and combine it with spelling.    

July 6-10: P261, 262, 267, 268. Assessment, Phonetic Awareness/Sound to Symbol. 

July 13-17: P269, 271, 272. Writing Words, Phonics in Context, Sound to Symbol. 

July 20-24: Catch Up & Review. 

 

Math      

We are using the MPM books and boxes for our maths class. They really have a unique and interesting 

way of delivering common mathematical concepts to the children often by using animals, colours and 

objects that children associate with fun and games! This month we will focus on… 

July 6-10: B5: P11-14. Functions, Paths 

July 13-17: B5: P15-18. Paths, 

July 20-24: Catch Up & Review. 



 

Physical Education   

This is important for all everyone. In our busy lives we all often forget to exercise and I am a strong 

believer in “Healthy Body/Healthy Mind” so is vital for our younger generation to get lots of exercise 

and fresh air. Not only does it benefit our bodies but also our social skills such as teamwork, 

competition and fair play. I have started to include team activities to promote teamwork, 

encouragement and understanding consequences if you don’t try hard for your team.   Gross motor 

skills can aid with our fine motor skills too so I try to include activities such as relay races, follow the 

leader and co-ordination tasks which are fun and engaging.  

 

Song and Dance  

This is a great opportunity for myself and the students to bond and enjoy some songs together. 

Singing and dancing not only teaches new words and tunes but also aids listening and Gross/Fine 

Motor skills as dancing involves learning movements so requires good co-ordination. These songs and 

dances are often included in our Drama Plays so are an important aspect of Marshall school life.   

July 6-10: Rock-a-Bye Baby  

July 13-17: Thanks a Lot 

June 20-24:Thanks a lot 

 

Thematic Activity  

Each month a different foreign teacher is assigned to plan and arrange activities of a given theme. 

This can be anything from small art projects, short field trips near the school or even a party in the 

classroom! The themes are often related to different festivals around the world so it really helps them 

to understand different cultures while having fun at the same time. July’s activities will revolve 

around thematic activities for Mexico where we learn about culture, history and food etc. These are 

always fun and exciting for the children.  

 

Library/Storybook   

Each week the children get the opportunity to borrow a book to take home and read by themselves. 

Recently I have been choosing a fun and interesting story to read to the class. I take my time to 

explain concepts and any morals from the story.  It’s lovely to see all of them listening to the stories 

and taking an interest! They really get involved with the stories and I believe it’s good for their 

listening and their imagination! 

 

I hope this has been an insightful newsletter for you all, 

Thank you for reading! 

Best wishes, Tr. Eamonn 
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Eamonn 

 


